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A smaller Hindustani and
English dictionary Jun 13
2021
The Second Life of Mirielle
West Apr 23 2022 The
glamorous world of a silent film
star’s wife abruptly crumbles
when she’s forcibly
quarantined at the Carville
Lepers Home in this pageturning story of courage,
resilience, and reinvention set
in 1920s Louisiana and Los
Angeles. Based on little-known
history, this timely book will
strike a chord with readers of
Fiona Davis, Tracey Lange, and
Marie Benedict. Based on the
true story of America’s only
leper colony, The Second Life
of Mirielle West brings vividly
to life the Louisiana institution
known as Carville, where
thousands of people were
stripped of their civil rights,
branded as lepers, and forcibly
quarantined throughout the
entire 20th century. For
Mirielle West, a 1920’s
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socialite married to a silent film
star, the isolation and
powerlessness of the Louisiana
Leper Home is an unimaginable
fall from her intoxicatingly chic
life of bootlegged champagne
and the star-studded parties of
Hollywood’s Golden Age. When
a doctor notices a pale patch of
skin on her hand, she’s
immediately branded a leper
and carted hundreds of miles
from home to Carville, taking a
new name to spare her family
and famous husband the shame
that accompanies the disease.
At first she hopes her exile will
be brief, but those sent to
Carville are more prisoners
than patients and their disease
has no cure. Instead she must
find community and purpose
within its walls, struggling to
redefine her self-worth while
fighting an unchosen fate. As a
registered nurse, Amanda
Skenandore’s medical
background adds layers of
detail and authenticity to the
experiences of patients and
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medical professionals at
Carville – the isolation, stigma,
experimental treatments, and
disparate community. A tale of
repulsion, resilience, and the
Roaring ‘20s, The Second Life
of Mirielle West is also the
story of a health crisis in
America’s past, made all the
more poignant by the author’s
experiences during another,
all-too-recent crisis. PRAISE
FOR AMANDA
SKENANDORE’S BETWEEN
EARTH AND SKY “Intensely
emotional…Skenandore’s
deeply introspective and
moving novel will appeal to
readers of American history.”
—Publishers Weekly
MISC REVOLUTIONARY
DOCUMENTS O Jan 08 2021
Blood In the Water Oct 05 2020
Taylor Anderson’s enthralling
New York Times bestselling
series of alternate history
continues as game-changing
revelations upend the Grand
Alliance in a potentially
cataclysmic war. Ever since the
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USS Walker came from another
world war to defy the terrifying
Grik and diabolical Dominion,
Matt Reddy and his crew have
given their all to protect the
oppressed Lemurians. But with
the Walker in desperate need
of repairs just as the Grik’s
First General is poised to
strike, Reddy is desperate.
With more enemies than ever
before arrayed against them,
the crew of the Walker needs
new allies. That means
combing the lethal wilds of
Madagascar to find the
Lemurians’ fabled ancestors, as
well as the enigmatic dwellers
east of the Pass of Fire. But
what Reddy’s crew unearths
may be more than they can
handle—discoveries so
shattering they could tilt the
balance of the war in either
direction. But Reddy’s greatest
adversary is from his past: a
madman named Kurokawa
whose single-minded mission of
revenge will shake the Alliance
to its core and raise the stakes
to the most personal and
terrifying levels Reddy has ever
faced.
Lives of Saints, from the Book
of Lismore Jul 14 2021
The City of Ice Jun 20 2019
Pocahontas Dec 19 2021 In
1607, when John Smith and his
"Coatmen" arrive in Powhatan
to begin settling the colony of
Virginia, their relations with
the village's inhabitants are
anything but warm.
Pocahontas, the beloved
daughter of the Powhatan
chief, is just eleven, but this
astute young girl plays a
fateful, peaceful role in the
destinies of two peoples.
Drawing from the personal
journals of John Smith,
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American Book Award winner
Joseph Bruchac reveals an
important chapter of history
through the eyes of two
legendary figures. Includes an
afterword, a glossary, and
other historical context.
"All Good Men" Jan 28 2020
The book examines both the
local development, role and
impact of the Protestant Lubwa
Mission in north-eastern
Zambia, and the history of the
church which grew out of it.
The main chapters explore in
turn the principal phases
1904-25 (founding of the
mission and rapid expansion
after World War I); 1925-39
(the consolidation of mission
and church development);
1939-53 (the impact of war and
relations with African members
and early nationalists) and
1953-67 (the challenge of the
Lumpa movement,
reconstruction and European
missionary withdrawal). The
main themes explored
throughout are those of the
mission's educational work, the
interplay of missionary
Christianity and African
culture, rivalry with the Roman
Catholic White Fathers, and
relations with the nationalist
movement.
Age of Satan Aug 23 2019
1968. Guy Lucas, son a
murdered British diplomat, is
sent to an old-fashioned
boarding school, where he is
bullied and abused. A fellow
student persuades him to
perform a black mass and
plead with Satan to intervene,
with horrific consequences. For
the next ten years, the shadow
of Satan is cast across his life;
he flees, across the sea and
into obscurity, but tragedy
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follows him. Eventually, he
must confront the Devil, and
learn the truth about himself...
David Mogo Godhunter Sep
23 2019 WINNER OF THE
2020 NOMMO AWARD FOR
BEST NOVEL LAGOS WILL
NOT BE DESTROYED The gods
have fallen to earth in their
thousands, and chaos reigns.
Though broken and leaderless,
the city endures. David Mogo,
demigod and godhunter, has
one task: capture two of the
most powerful gods in the city
and deliver them to the wizard
gangster Lukmon Ajala. No
problem, right? ‘A Nigerian
Harry Dresden.’ Jacey Bedford,
author of Winterwood “Assured
and arch, unsettling and
thoroughly enjoyable—an
auspicious debut from one of
the most promising new voices
in the growing coterie of
African SFF writers.” Peter
Rubin, Wired Magazine
Sketches of Prominent
Tennesseans Jul 22 2019
Vienna Blood Aug 15 2021
The hit novels behind the major
new TV series Vienna Blood
___________________________
Vienna, 1902. Vienna is in the
grip of the worst winter for
years. Amid the snow and ice, a
killer embarks upon a bizarre
campaign of murder. Vicious
mutilation, a penchant for
arcane symbols, and a
seemingly random choice of
victim are his most distinctive
peculiarities. Detective
Inspector Oskar Rheinhardt
summons a young disciple of
Freud - his friend Dr. Max
Liebermann - to assist him with
the case. The investigation
draws them into the sphere of
Vienna's secret societies - a
murky underworld of German
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literary scholars, race
theorists, and scientists
inspired by the new English
evolutionary theories. At first,
the killer's mind seems
impenetrable - his behaviour
and cryptic clues impervious to
psychoanalytic interpretation;
however, gradually, it becomes
apparent that an extraordinary
and shocking rationale
underlies his actions ... Against
this backdrop of mystery and
terror, Liebermann struggles
with his own demons. The
treatment of a patient suffering
from paranoia erotica and his
own fascination with the
enigmatic Englishwoman
Amelia Lydgate raise doubts
concerning the propriety of his
imminent marriage. To resolve
the dilemma, he must entertain
the unthinkable - risking
disgrace and accusations of
cowardice.
The Price of Fame Feb 21 2022
Where will Antonia's search for
truth lead and who will suffer?
When film and TV graduate,
Antonia Carlyle sets out to
make a documentary about
eighties band, 'The Tough
Romantics', she uncovers new
facts surrounding the death of
singer song-writer, Genevieve.
This leads her to suspect that
the man arrested for her
murder was not the killer. One
of the three surviving band
members believes it is time to
settle old ghosts but the other
two have gone on to forge solo
careers and don't want Antonia
to rake up the past. One of
them knows who the killer is,
the other needs to hide their
guilt. A growing psychic link
with the dead girl and the
conviction that justice must be
done, drives Antonia to face
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her own demons, uncover the
past and confront the present.
Coral Bones Dec 27 2019
Miranda, daughter to Prospero,
the feared sorcerer-Duke of
Milan, stifles in her new
marriage. Oppressed by her
father, unloved by Ferdinand,
she seeks freedom; and is
granted it, when her childhood
friend, the fairy spirit Ariel,
returns. Miranda sets out to
reach Queen Titania's court in
Illyria, to make a new future...
Monstrous Little Voices is a
collection of five short novellas,
a single long tale set in
Shakespeare's fantasy world of
fairies, wizards and potions, in
honour of the four-hundredth
anniversary of the Bard's
death.
King Breaker Sep 28 2022
When Cobalt stole the
Rolencian throne, Byren, Fyn
and Piro were lucky to escape
with their lives; now they’ve
rallied, and will set out to
avenge their parents’ murders.
Byren is driven to defeat Cobalt
and reclaim the crown, but at
what cost? Fyn has sworn to
serve Byren’s interests but his
loyalty is tested when he
realises he loves Byren’s
betrothed. And Piro never
wanted to win a throne, but
now she holds the fate of a
people in her hands.
Parochial Antiquities
Attempted in the History of
Ambrosden, Burcester and
Other Adjacent Parts in the
Counties of Oxford and Bucks
Apr 11 2021
The Brass God Nov 18 2021
War is coming to Ruthnia. As
ancient, inhuman powers move
against one another, Rel
Kressind finds himself in the
company of the fabled
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modalmen – giants who regard
themselves as the true keepers
of humanity’s legacy. Far out in
the blasted, magical
wastelands of the Black Sands
where no man of the Hundred
has ever set foot before, Rel
comes face to face with the
modalman’s deity, the Brass
God. What Rel learns in the
Brass God’s broken halls will
shake his understanding of
reality forever. Magic and
technology combine in an epic
fantasy like no other, where
lost science, giant tides and
jealous gods shape the fate of
two worlds, and the actions of
six siblings may save a
universe, or damn it.
Forbidden Rites Jan 20 2022
Forbidden Rites consists of an
edition of one of the most
interesting and important
manuscripts of medieval magic
that has yet come to light. In
addition to the Latin text,
Kieckhefer provides full
commentary, including detailed
analysis of the text and its
contents, discussion of the
historical context, translation
of representative sections, and
comparison with other
necromantic texts of the late
Middle Ages.
Warning Miracle Jul 02 2020
Desperate Alliances Feb 09
2021 Fair Isle has found a new
ruler, and a new way of life.
Tulkhan, the Ghebite General,
has long severed ties with his
brother the King, and is forging
a new country, bringing the
best of his people - their
ferocity, courage and passion and the people he has
conquered - their culture,
sophistication and
egalitarianism - together in a
nation that will change the
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world. His bond-partner - never
a Ghebite "wife" - Imoshen, last
of the pure-blood T'En women,
with her wine-dark eyes and
silver hair, rules by his side.
What began as a political
alliance has blossomed into
love, for one another and their
newborn son. But even as
differences still cause trouble
between the Ghebites and the
people of Fair Isle, Imoshen's
past tears her in half. For
Reothe, once her betrothed,
once so great a threat to them
and now crippled by her
powers, still seeks to draw her
away. And the lure of the mindtouch - the magical intimacy
that she and Tulkhan can never
share - is one she cannot
ignore...
The Uncrowned King Aug 27
2022 Thirteen-year-old Piro
watches powerless as her
father’s enemies march on his
castle. A traitor whispers
poison in the King’s ear,
undermining his trust in her
brother, Byren. Determined to
prove his loyalty, Byren races
across the path of the
advancing army, towards the
Abbey. Somehow, he must get
there in time to convince the
Abbot to send his warriors to
defend the castle. Meanwhile,
the youngest of King Rolen’s
sons, Fyn, has barely begun his
training as an Abbey mystic,
but he wakes in a cold sweat,
haunted by dreams of
betrayal... INCLUDES BONUS
NOVELLA THE KING’S MAN
Garzik, younger son of Lord
Dovecote, has been captured
and sent to Merofynia as a
prize of war. Now, he must set
things right before he can
return home. Turning his
misfortune into opportunity,
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Garzik resolves to spy for the
rightful king, Byren, who yet
thinks him slain at Dovecote.
With fortune on his side, he
may learn something that could
change the path of the war, for
Garzik is and always will be the
king’s man.
The Bastard King Nov 25
2019 Since the loss of the
Scepter of Mercy, the kingdom
of Avornis has been threatened
by its magic-wielding
neighbors, until King Lanius
and King Grus risk everything
to return the lost Scepter, in
the first volume in a new
fantasy trilogy. Original.
Stranded Mar 22 2022 In
autumn, 1849, 14-year-old
Janette Riker travels westward
to Oregon Territory with her
father and two brothers. Before
crossing the Rockies, they stop
briefly to hunt buffalo. The men
leave camp early on the second
day ... and never return.
A Dictionary of the Kāshmīrī
Language Dec 07 2020
The History and Genealogy of
the Dague Family / by Carrie
M. Dague. Mar 10 2021 This
work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization
as we know it. This work is in
the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely
copy and distribute this work,
as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on
the body of the work. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough
to be preserved, reproduced,
and made generally available to
the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work
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has been proofread and
republished using a format that
seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in
an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and
thank you for being an
important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
The Queen Of The Tearling Oct
17 2021 'Like Game of Thrones
and The Hunger Games meets
Pulp Fiction' Daily Mail Her
throne awaits . . . if she can live
long enough to take it. Kelsea
Glynn is the sole heir to the
throne of Tearling but has been
raised in secret after her
mother – a monarch as vain as
she was foolish – was murdered
for ruining her kingdom. For
eighteen years, the Tearling
has been ruled by Kelsea’s
uncle - Regent in name, but in
truth the debauched puppet of
the Red Queen, the sorceresstyrant of neighbouring realm of
Mortmesme. On Kelsea’s
nineteenth birthday, the
tattered remnants of her
mother’s guard - each pledged
to defend the queen to the
death - arrive to bring this most
un-regal young woman out of
hiding... And so begins her
journey back to her kingdom’s
heart, to claim the throne, win
the loyalty of her people,
overturn her mother’s legacy
and redeem the Tearling from
the forces of corruption and
dark magic that are
threatening to destroy it. But
Kelsea's story is not just about
her learning the true nature of
her inheritance - it's about a
heroine who must learn to
acknowledge and live with the
realities of coming of age in all
its insecurities and attractions,
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alongside the ethical dilemmas
of ruling justly and fairly while
simply trying to stay alive...
Saint Death's Daughter Sep
16 2021 Nothing complicates
life like Death. Lanie Stones,
the daughter of the Royal
Assassin and Chief Executioner
of Liriat, has never led a
normal life. Born with a gift for
necromancy and a literal
allergy to violence, she was
raised in isolation in the
family’s crumbling mansion by
her oldest friend, the ancient
revenant Goody Graves. When
her parents are murdered, it
falls on Lanie and her
cheerfully psychotic sister Nita
to settle their extensive debts
or lose their ancestral
home—and Goody with it.
Appeals to Liriat's ruler to
protect them fall on indifferent
ears… until she, too, is
murdered, throwing the
nation's future into doubt.
Hunted by Liriat’s enemies,
hounded by her family’s
creditors and terrorised by the
ghost of her great-grandfather,
Lanie will need more than luck
to get through the next few
months—but when the goddess
of Death is on your side,
anything is possible.
Jovah's Angel Mar 30 2020
GOD IS ANGRY The severest
storms ever recorded are
ripping Samaria apart. Desert
has become swamp, hurricanes
howl over ferocious seas. The
peoples of a once simple world
have turned against their
centuries-old faith, embracing
new technology, squabbling
over land, hopelessly repeating
history all over again. The
leaders of Samaria - the
archangels and Oracles - look
on helplessly. Where once they
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could talk to the heavens, they
are now greeted with a terrible
silence. It is up to godless
Caleb, who dreams of flying
like the Angels, to discover the
incredible cause of the chaos . .
.
Doc Holliday May 12 2021
"You can't beat this story for
drama. . . . An omnibus of
everything ever known, spoken,
or written about Doc Holliday."
-Publishers Weekly "An
engagingly written,
persuasively argued, solidly
documented work of
scholarship that will surely
take its place in the literature
of the Old West." -Booklist In
Doc Holliday: The Life and
Legend, the historian Gary
Roberts takes aim at the most
complex, perplexing, and
paradoxical gunfighter of the
Old West, drawing on more
than twenty years of researchincluding new primary sourcesin his quest to separate the life
from the legend. Doc Holliday
was a study in contrasts: the
legendary gunslinger who
made his living as a dentist; the
emaciated consumptive whose
very name struck fear in the
hearts of his enemies; the
degenerate gambler and
alcoholic whose fierce loyalty
to his friends compelled him,
more than once, to risk his own
life; and the sidekick whose
near-mythic status rivals that
of the West's greatest heroes.
With lively details of Holliday's
spirited exploits, his
relationships with such
Western icons as Wyatt Earp
and Bat Masterson, and the
gunfight at the O.K. Corral, this
book sheds new light on one of
the most mysterious figures of
frontier history.
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The Black Chalice Apr 30
2020 An Athurian Knight's
heroic quest will take him into
the heart of evil. Aspirant to
the Round Table, Sir Alymere,
fails on the Grail quest but in
so doing, learns of the Devil's
Own Cup, "the Black Chalice"
and of the Devil's Bible the foul
book that will lead him to it. On
his quest he will face many
obstacles and cunning enemies,
but the ultimate threat is to his
very soul.
The Half-Made World Oct 25
2019 The world is still only
half-made. Between the wild
shores of uncreation, and the
ancient lands of the East lies
the vast expanse of the West--young, chaotic, magnificent,
war-torn. Thirty years ago, the
Red Republic fought to remake
the West---fought gloriously,
and failed. The world that now
exists has been carved out
amid a war between two rival
factions: the Line, enslaving
the world with industry, and
the Gun, a cult of terror and
violence. The Republic is now
history, and the last of its
generals sits forgotten and
nameless in a madhouse on the
edge of creation. But locked in
his memories is a secret that
could change the West forever,
and the world’s warring powers
would do anything to take it
from him. Now Liv
Alverhuysen, a doctor of the
new science of psychology,
travels west, hoping to heal the
general’s shattered mind. John
Creedmoor, reluctant Agent of
the Gun and would-be
gentleman of leisure, travels
west, too, looking to steal the
secret or die trying. And the
servants of the Line are on the
march.
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Beneath the Rising Sep 04
2020 HOPE HAS A PRICE Nick
Prasad has always enjoyed a
quiet life in the shadow of his
best friend, child prodigy and
technological genius Joanna
‘Johnny’ Chambers. But all that
is about to end. When Johnny
invents a clean reactor that
could eliminate fossil fuels and
change the world, she awakens
primal, evil Ancient Ones set on
subjugating humanity. From
the oldest library in the world
to the ruins of Nineveh, hunted
at every turn, they will need to
trust each other completely to
survive… “Gasp-out-loud
astonishing” Charlie Jane
Anders “A wonderful
adventure” Chuck Wendig “A
galloping global adventure”
Brooke Bolander “A perfect
balance of thriller, horror and
humour” Adrian Tchaikovsky
Broken Vows Aug 03 2020 A
magical healer and the sole
survivor of the ancient race of
the T'En, Imoshen finds herself
the prisoner of General
Tulkhan, the powerful leader of
the forces that have invaded
the kingdom of Fair Isle and
sets out to transform her
captor into a captive of passion.
Original.
Black Horses For The King
May 24 2022 Lord Artos is on a
historic quest - to search out
the finest black horses ever
known to man. He has vowed
to drive the invading Saxons
out of Britain, and he needs
big, strong, powerful horses to
carry his army into battle.
Galwyn, a young Roman-Celt,
leaps at the chance to
accompany the group, little
guessing the adventure ahead
of him - or the price he will
have to pay for his loyalty...
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The King's Bastard Oct 29
2022 Byren never wanted the
throne. It was destined for
Lence, his twin brother, older
by seven minutes and the
rightful heir to Rolencia. But
the royal heir resents Byren’s
growing popularity, and in the
court of King Rolen, the
shadows are thick with
enemies plotting revolution.
Darkness stirs across Rolencia
and untamed magic of the gods
wells up from the earth’s heart,
twisting the minds of men with
terrible visions. The touched
must learn to control their gift
– or die. Disharmony stirs
within Rolen’s household, and
as magic, madness and political
machinations threaten to tear
Rolencia apart, King Rolen’s
children must do all they can to
restore their father’s
kingdom...
Waterlily Jun 25 2022 When
Blue Bird and her grandmother
leave their family?s camp to
gather beans for the long,
threatening winter, they
inadvertently avoid the horrible
fate that befalls the rest of the
family. Luckily, the two women
are adopted by a nearby
Dakota community and are
eventually integrated into their
kinship circles. Ella Cara
Deloria?s tale follows Blue Bird
and her daughter, Waterlily,
through the intricate kinship
practices that created unity
among her people. Waterlily,
published after Deloria?s death
and generally viewed as the
masterpiece of her career,
offers a captivating glimpse
into the daily life of the
nineteenth-century Sioux. This
new Bison Books edition
features an introduction by
Susan Gardner and an index.
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The Fall of Fair Isle Jun 01
2020 It has been six hundred
years since Imoshen the First,
Causare of the T’En, brought
her beleaguered people across
the seas to Fair Isle. The
magical folk mixed with the
natives, bringing culture and
sophistication, and made the
island one of the wealthiest,
most powerful nations in the
known world. But all glory is
temporary. The Ghebites,
savage barbarians from the
warm north, have rolled over
the mainland, conquering all in
their path, and now they have
taken Fair Isle. Imoshen,
namesake of the first Empress
and the last pure-blooded T’En
woman, is all that survives of
that great heritage. Now, just
seventeen years of age, she
must offer herself to the
Ghebite General, Tulkhan, and
do what she can to ensure her
survival, and that of her people.
One other T’En survives:
Reothe, Imoshen’s betrothed,
newly returned from
adventuring on the high seas.
As the T’En warrior foments
rebellion against Tulkhan in
secret, Imoshen must choose,
both as a woman and as a
leader, between a past now lost
and an uncertain future… This
volume collects Broken Vows,
Dark Dreams and Desperate
Alliances for the first time.
The Usurper Jul 26 2022 Now a
slave, Piro finds herself in the
royal palace of Merofynia,
serving her parents’ murderer.
She must watch every step, for
if her real identity is
discovered, she will be
executed. Fyn is desperate to
help his brother, now the
uncrowned king of Rolencia.
Byren never sought power, but
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finds himself at the centre of a
growing resistance movement
as people flee Palatyne’s
vicious soldiers. Can he hope to
repel the invasion with a
following of women, children
and old men?
Besieged Feb 27 2020 Sorne,
the estranged son of a King on
the verge of madness, is being
raised as a weapon to wield
against the mystical Wyrds.
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Half a continent away, his
father is planning to lay siege
to the Celestial City, the home
of the T’En, whose wyrd blood
the mundane population have
come to despise. Within the
City, Imoshen, the only mystic
to be raised by men, is
desperately trying to hold her
people together. A generations
long feud between the men of
the Brotherhoods and the
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women of the sacred
Sisterhoods is about to come to
a head. With war without and
war within, can an entire race
survive the hatred of a nation?
Rowena Cory Daniells, the
creator of the bestselling
Chronicles of King Rolen’s Kin,
brings you a stunning new
fantasy epic, steeped in magic
and forged in war.
The Illio Nov 06 2020
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